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Reality Math 
Dot Sulock, University of North Carolina at Asheville 
 
Persian Gulf Neighbors 
 
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
2010	  	  
Nation	   Population	  

(millions)	  
PPP/capita	  
$	  

MBTU/capita	  
	  

Oil	  reserves	  
(billion	  barrels)	  

US	   	  313	   48,000	   330	   	  	  	  25	  
Saudi	  Arabia	   	  	  	  27	   24,000	   270	   266	  
Iraq	   	  	  	  33	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  n/a	   	  	  48	   115	  
Iran	   	  	  	  76	   12,200	   108	   138	  
Turkmenistan	   	  	  	  	  	  5	   	  	  7,500	   206	   	  	  	  	  	  0.6	  
Afghanistan	   	  	  	  	  24	   	  	  1,000	   	  	  	  	  	  0.6	   	  	  	  	  0	  
Pakistan	   	  	  179	   	  	  	  2,800	   	  	  14	   	  	  	  	  0.3	  
India	   1210	   	  	  	  3,700	   	  	  17	   	  	  	  	  5	  
Oil	  Reserves	  and	  energy	  consumption	  from	  US	  Dept	  of	  Energy,	  Energy	  Information	  
Agency,	  http://www.eia.doe.gov/	  
	  
 
  1. Population 
 

 1.   The population of Pakistan is what part of the population of India?  Write  
  answer as a  
  (a) fraction  (no need to reduce) 
  (b) decimal  
  (c) percent   
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  Remember that the figures you are using are approximate, so your answers 
  cannot be exact.  Round off!! 
  (d) Reflect.  India and Pakistan are rivals.  Write a sentence about which  
  country would seem to have the advantage and why. 
 
Small and large percent review. 
 
 2.   (a) The population of Turkmenistan is what percent of the population of  
  India?  
  (b) Is the population of Turkmenistan more or less than 1% of the   
  population of India? 
  (d)  The population of India is how many times the population of   
  Turkmenistan?   
  (c) The population of India is what percent of the population of   
  Turkmenistan?   
 
 3.   (a) The population of India is how many times the population of Saudi  
  Arabia?    
  (b) The population of India is what percent of the population of Saudi  
  Arabia?   
  (c) The population of India is how many times the population of all the 

 other Persian Gulf neighbors given combined? (US is not a Persian Gulf 
 neighbor.) 

  (d)  The population of India is how many times the population of the US? 
 
 
  2. Purchasing Power Parity 

 
 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) per capita is the per-person Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) adjusted to conform to purchasing power in a country.  PPP per capita 
measures the individual wealth of a country’s people. 
 
“When converted via the nominal exchange rates GDP per capita in India is about 
US$1,704 while on a PPP basis it is about US$3,608.  At the other extreme, Denmark's 
nominal GDP per capita is around US$62,100, but its PPP figure is US$37,304.” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purchasing_power_parity 
 
That means that $1,704 in India could purchase about $3,608 worth of stuff as measured 
by US costs.  Things cost less in India than in the US. 
 

 4.   (a)  Do things cost less in Denmark than the US? 
  (b) The purchasing power of an average resident of Saudi Arabia is how  
  many times that of an average resident of India?  
  (c)  An average person in Afghanistan has what percent of the purchasing  
  power  of an average person in Iran?  (If you have read The Kiterunner,  
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  you are aware  that people of Iranian background are a persecuted minority 
  in Afghanistan. 
  (d)  An average person in Afghanistan has what percent of the purchasing  
  power of an average person in the US? 
  (e)  Reflect.  Write a sentence explaining something that you did not know 
  but now understand about comparative wealth in these countries. 

 
  3. Per Person Energy Usage and Total Energy Usage 

 
The MBTU/capita column in the table measures annual per person energy usage.  Think 
of an MBTU as a big energy cookie. 
 

 5. (a) Which neighbor country’s residents each use the most energy?   
  (b) Which neighbor country’s residents each use the least energy? 
 
 6.   (a)  What is the total annual energy usage for all of Saudi Arabia in 

 MBTUs?  (Your answer should be more than 1 billion MBTU)   
  (b) What is the total annual energy usage for all of India in MBTUs? 

 Round off to the nearest billion MBTU  
  (c) India uses about ____ times the energy of Saudi Arabia in total. 
  (d)  Saudi’s each use about ____ times the energy of individual Indians. 
  (e)  Which country on the table uses the most MBTUs annually? 
  (f)  Which country uses the least MBTUs annually? 
 

 4.  Weighted Averages:  Averaging Countries    
 

 Suppose 5 people in a company earn $40,000 each and 1 person earns $100,000.  
Find the average salary.  Of course you can’t just add $40,000 + $100,000 and divide 
by 2 to get $70,000!  That is how you would find the average of 2 people. 
 
You need to add all the salaries and divide by the number of people. 
 (5 x $40,000 + $100,000) / 6 = $50,000 
The average is closer to $40,000 than to $100,000 because there are many of the 
lower salaries and only one high one. 
 
This kind of average is called a weighted average. 
 

7.   (a) Find the average per person energy usage for Saudi Arabia and India 
 combined.  

  (b) Reflect.  The average is closer to the per person energy usage of India 
 or Saudi Arabia? Why? 

 
8.   (a)  Find the average per capita PPP for Iran and Afghanistan. 

  (b)  Is the average closer to the PPP of Iran or of Afghanistan? 
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GPAs are an example of a common weighted average.   
 

9.   Suppose Lola took 105 hours and earned a 3.30 on those hours.  She is 
 now taking 15 hours.  What will her average be if she makes all A’s (4.00) 
 this semester? 

 
 5.  Determining Per Capita Numbers 
 

Let’s compare US per capita oil reserves with the per capita oil reserves of 
Saudi Arabia. 
 
US per capita oil reserves are 25,000,000,000 barrels / 310, 000,000.  Lob off the last 7 
zeros for the numerator and denominator (technically dividing the top and bottom by 10 
million) and do 2500 / 31 = 80 barrels of reserves for each of us.   
 
Saudi per capita oil reserves are 266,000,000,000 / 27,000,000 = 266,000 / 27  
= about 10,000 barrels for each of them. 
 
So Saudi Arabia has  266 billion / 25 billion =  about 11 times the oil reserves of the US, 
but Saudi per capita oil reserves are 10,000 / 81 = 125 times US per capita oil reserves. 
 
 10.   (a)  Iranian oil reserves are what percent greater than Iraqi oil reserves? 
  (b)  Determine Iraqi per capita oil reserves. 
  (c)  Determine Iranian per capita oil reserves.  

(b)  Iraqi per capita oil reserves are what percent greater than Iranian per 
 capita oil reserves? 

(c)  Reflect.  Why are Iraqi per capita oil reserves higher than Iranian per 
 capita oil reserves if Iran has more oil? 

  
 

	  


